Abstract—Named Data Network’s (NDN) data-centric approach makes it a suitable solution in a networking scenario where there are connectivity issues as a result of the dynamism of the network. Coupling of this ability with the blockchain’s well-documented immutable trustworthy-distributed ledger feature, the union of blockchain and NDN in an Internet-of-Battlefield-Things (IoBT) setting could prove to be the ideal alliance that would guarantee data exchanged in an IoBT environment is trusted and less susceptible to cyber-attacks and packet losses. Various blockchain technologies, however, require that each node has a ledger that stores information or transactions in a chain of blocks. This poses an issue as nodes in an IoBT setting have varying computing and storage resources. Moreover, most of the nodes in the IoT/IoBT network are plagued with limited resources. As such, there needs to be an approach that ensures that the limited resources of these nodes are efficiently utilized. In this paper, we investigate an approach that merges blockchain and NDN to efficiently utilize the resources of these resource-constrained nodes by only storing relevant information on each node’s ledger. Furthermore, we propose a sharding technique called an Interest Group and introduce a novel consensus mechanism called Proof of Common Interest. Performance of the proposed approach is evaluated using numerical results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of Internet-of-Battlefield-Things (IoBT) draws its inspiration from the work that is being investigated over in the Internet of Things (IoT) sector. The origins of IoT can be traced back to government-funded projects in the late 1970s. These projects were primarily aimed at developing sensors that could thwart enemy threats on the battlefield. Most of this research work became the bedrock on which some key concepts from the current IoT field were obtained. The direction the research work on IoBT is heading resembles something out of a Hollywood science fiction movie. For example, there is ongoing research work that could allow trees, rocks and other objects to act as data gathering devices that collect data on encroaching adversaries. This is however still far away from reality, but a more realistic way of using IoBT would be to provide soldiers with smart wearables that would allow them to collect both personnel and operational data. IoBT would enable combatants to know what they need to look out for and what they need to look for while accomplishing the objectives of an assigned mission. However, IoBT networks have high network disruptions and as such, requiring devices to coordinate seamlessly in such a dynamic network with a relatively high packet loss rate is an issue. This paper studies the integration of blockchain with NDN by leveraging their best features (named data, immutable communications, peer-to-peer decentralized ledger, sharding, etc.) for a more resilient IoBT network.

II. BACKGROUND AND INTEGRATION OF NDN AND BLOCKCHAIN FOR IOBT

NDN provides several advantages over IP based protocols in networks where nodes are continually on the move, such as an IoBT setting [1]. This can be noticed in NDN’s architecture as its design makes it a suitable solution for IoBT. A primary reason why this is so is in the way NDN handles data routing issues effectively in dynamic and disruptive settings. Data is propagated on the network through stateful forwarding, which is achieved without the need for host addresses (source and destination) [2] because unlike other protocols, NDN names the data found in the network [3]. The work in [4] studied NDN’s ability to thrive in a dynamic environment. They point out how NDN’s data-centric approach to storing data makes it better suited for conditions where nodes are always mobile. NDN’s advantage in the IoT has been highlighted by [5], where NDN’s ability to encrypt the data itself instead of at the end-hosts offers an advantage [6]. NDN attempts to propagate relevant data to nodes in the network. We take this approach a step further by letting nodes compute the relevance of the data being propagated in the network. A node only adds data to its ledger if only that specific data is more relevant than any of the data it currently has stored on its ledger. This ensures resource-constrained devices only store important data. NDN’s approach is ideal for IoBT environments because it reduces the complexity of dealing with TCP/IP connections. Intermittent connections are the order of the day as IP addresses tend to change over time because TCP/IP requires both ends to
be connected at the same time. IP based networks have a dependency on Infrastructure services such as DHCP and DNS services, which presents the arduous task of ensuring sustained connectivity in dynamic environments. As such, TCP connections are beset with high packet losses. The high packet loss rate is an issue our approach attempts to remedy. Furthermore, NDN’s design does not require the necessity to secure end to end channels. The data is the only thing that is secured. NDN traffic is normally pull-based. There is no traffic unless a consumer requests explicitly for specific data. The consumer has to know (or assume) that there are certain data available somewhere to send an interest packet. In our approach, the consumer would belong to a group that shares somewhat similar data, and as such, sends interest packets to the members in that group. We call such a group an Interest Group (IG). We delve deeper into the formation of IGs later on in the paper. In the area of security, NDN secures data directly at the packet level [7]. Furthermore, the research done in Name Based Access Control (NAC) [6] ensures trust by enforcing access control policies based on data. It supports data confidentiality and access control, which has become a growing requirement in military communication. Burke et al. [8] compiles relevant work done in the domain of applying NDN in battlefield environments. They highlight the benefits NDN has over TCP/IP in such dynamic and mobile environments.

Bitcoin [9] was the first platform that opened the eyes of the world to the potential of the blockchain when it was used to solve the infamous double-spending problem in digital currency back in 2009. What Bitcoin brought to the table was the formation of a distributed peer to peer network where each node in the network had a copy of every transaction that had been performed on the network, which was called the blockchain. It also demanded that each node would have to solve a cryptographic puzzle that verifies transactions performed on the network. The solving of this puzzle meant there was some computational work that had to be completed. This was the underlying concept that made Bitcoin so powerful. The solving of this cryptographic puzzle is what is now known as the proof of work (PoW) [9]. The PoW enabled the extension, immutability, trust, security, and maintenance of Bitcoin’s public ledger [10]. Data (or transactions) can only be appended to the blockchain after a node or collection of nodes has solved a puzzle, a process called mining. Integrity and validity are assured because of this mining process [11]. There are several blockchain applications and use cases [12], and the rules governing the transactions differ from each blockchain application. The rules embedded in its core of blockchain are used to determine the validity of transactions that are propagated on the blockchain network. Transactions are first created by individual nodes and then disseminated to other nodes, usually to the nearest neighbors of the node that performed the transaction. Each node gathers the propagated transactions for a given amount of time. This time frame is also blockchain technology-specific and thus varies. After the allotted time has passed, the block is then mined. The mined block is then appended to the blockchain after a consensus is reached. For example, in bitcoin, consensus is reached when the network approves on the mined block as legitimate and then adds the newly mined block to the blockchain. The longest blockchain on the network then becomes the de facto blockchain.

IoT’s vision is to connect things. However, managing trust in IoT is still an ongoing problem [13]. In our approach, we introduce the blockchain technology in an attempt to remedy the trust issues in the IoT space. In doing so, we propose a network that propagates trusted secure data. Blockchain in the IoT field is still in its infancy stage. Most blockchain technologies require nodes to store a full-size ledger. This is, however, not feasible in conditions where a node in the network has limited resources such as the IoT. In our approach, we ensure a node in the network only stores relevant information on its ledger. It does not have to store the full distributed ledger, but only what it deems as essential/relevant. Our Proof of Common Interest (PoCI) approach ensures the relevance and validity of data. Each data packet in the network is secured through NDN’s design. While NDN handles the confidentiality issue through securing the data at the packet level, the blockchain ensures data integrity and also addresses packet flooding issues by introducing a cluster-aware interest forwarding protocol we describe later on. To the best of our knowledge, the integration of NDN and blockchain for a resilient IoT has not been investigated in a state-of-the-art work. Thus, our work attempts to leverage the best features of both technologies for improving the overall performance of the IoT.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The purpose of this research is to introduce an NDN-blockchain based approach to data propagation in an IoT network. In our network, a node adds data to its private ledger if the incoming data’s similarity score is higher than any of the data it has stored in its ledger. Our approach is motivated by the fact that IoT devices have varying resource capacities, and as such, some are plagued with limited resources. We assume such devices must strive to exhaust resources on data they only consider to be relevant. To achieve this, we introduce a novel consensus mechanism that requires nodes in the network to solve a computationally inexpensive calculation called the Proof of Common Interest (PoCI). The PoCI is simply a similarity score that determines whether a node adds a data packet to its ledger. The PoCI seeks to ascertain whether the data producer’s interest criteria and private ledger contents align with what the data consumer deems to be relevant. The steps below describe how this process is achieved:

Step 1: IoT node Z (with a preset similarity threshold) in need of data sends interest packets to members of its IG

Step 2: When a member node of the IG receives the interest packet, it checks its ledger to find the data with the highest similarity match
Step 3: If the data with the highest similarity match passes the preset similarity threshold, the data is sent to the IoBT node Z.

Step 4: IoBT node Z then adds the data to its ledger.

A key feature of our network is an Interest Group (IG). IGs are generated as a result of the introduction of clustering to our network. Devices are segmented into clusters based on the similarities they share with other nodes. We call these clusters IGs. The clustering of the network provides unique advantages we discuss later on in this paper. Fig. 1 depicts an example of how clustering might occur in the IoBT setting.

An IoBT node can belong to multiple clusters in the network. This would be a common theme for large nodes (helicopters, drones, tanks, etc.) who have the required resource needed to provide a large space for ledger storage. Such large devices will have interests in many of the data being disseminated in the network because of their ability to store a large set of data. On the other hand, some devices have limited storage, and thus, must only store relevant data in order to utilize its resource capacity efficiently. IG clustering works by ensuring two nodes that share the same similarity are placed in the same cluster to ensure efficient data dissemination.

**A. Space Allocation**

Proof of Work (PoW) was a method proposed in [14] to resolve the problem of spam emails. It demanded that work was executed by any node sending an email. The PoW became a catalyst that fueled the development of the first-ever blockchain technology known as Bitcoin. However, PoW was beset with multiple difficulties, with the chief culprit being energy consumption issues. Various proofs of X mechanisms, like the proof of stake, proof of burn, etc., are being investigated to be adopted in place of PoW [15]. Another proof of X mechanism that has recently gained traction is the Proof of Space (PoS), also known as the Proof of Capacity. It stems from the fact that there is a lot of unused storage in various devices, and as such, researchers have tried to take advantage of this opportunity and backed by the notion that the utilization of unused disk spaces as a consensus mechanism is better off than the energy-demanding PoW approach. This is because dealing with storage resources instead of computing resources is cheaper, as is evident in the large amount of it available in large computing devices [16].

However, PoS would not do comparatively well in an IoT/IoBT setting as nodes found in such networks do not have the luxury of having unused disk spaces. Thus, we propose a variant of the PoS in this work we call Limited Proof of Space (LPOS). In LPOS, we require that a node in our network dedicate at least 60% of its storage to the network at the initialization phase. This allocated space becomes the area in memory that will be allotted for the storage of the node’s ledger. For example, consider an IoT node A in the network. The network asks the node A for the disk space it is prepared to set aside at the initialization stage. If the node A has 60 MB of space and decides to dedicate 55 MB, it meets the requirement of the 60% of disk space utilization needed. This begins the initialization stage. The LPOS process proceeds by demanding the node generate random data packets of different sizes. The upper limit packet size is set to 500 bytes. Data packets that go above this range are split into multiple packets of that size. The ledger contains data packets that range from 50 bytes to 500 bytes. Each data packet is randomly assigned a similarity score at this step. These similarity scores are set to be of lower values in order to ensure that the actual data similarity scores surpasses it. Thus, after the initialization phase, each node’s ledger would hold pseudo-randomly generated data (ranging from 50 - 500 bytes), each with varying similarity scores that will be replaced with actual data later on.

Data within the ledger are sorted in ascending order based on the similarity score. For actual data to be added, a data packet with a higher PoCI score must replace the data packet with the lowest score (top element) in the ledger. After replacement, the ledger is re-sorted again. This method ensures that only the data that a node finds relevant is appended to its ledger as it replaces data at the top of the ledger. The similarity score is calculated using the PoCI consensus approach. Fig. 2 depicts the process of replacing the data. In the figure, when node A performs the PoCI on the incoming data Packet Z, we observe that the PoCI score is 58%. It then replaces packet Z with the top element, packet A (which has the lowest similarity score). After replacement, the ledger gets re-sorted again. Each data packet is treated as a block in this scenario. The size of the block is the upper limit packet size (500 bytes). Unlike other blockchain networks where a block must contain multiple transactions, each transaction/data packet on this network is treated as a block. The PoCI process validates the data before it is added to the ledger which ensures data integrity.

**B. Proof of Common Interest**

In this section, we introduce the PoCI. The PoCI is a similarity function that produces a similarity score. Each node in the network is required to perform the PoCI on incoming data before it can add the data to its ledger. The PoCI attempts to find the common interests shared among nodes in a network. This is achieved by finding the similarity of the...
ledgers and the interest criteria of nodes in the network. Each node has an interest criterion, which is a list of all the topics it is interested in. To approach this problem, we find the intersection between two sets. To turn this into a set problem, we employ data mining methods such as shingling, Jaccard Similarity, MinHashing, and Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH). The shingling of documents involves viewing a document as a set of short strings. In this manner, documents that share common sub-strings are perceived as similar. Shingling approaches this by transforming a document into multiple substrings of length $k$ that is present within the document. Documents are represented as a set of $k$-shingles. The length $k$ needs to be picked according to the size of the document. Picking $k$ to be too small would result in a high presence of sub-strings of length $k$ appearing in most of the documents being compared. For example, $k = 5$ is the common $k$ length usually given to email-like documents with characters usually around 10,000. On the other hand, $k = 9$ is given to research articles with a lot more characters. Jaccard Similarity involves finding the similarity between sets (documents) by discovering the relative size of their intersection. When documents are presented as a set of shingles, we can use Jaccard Index to measure the similarity. The Jaccard Similarity between ledgers $A$ and $B$ is defined as:

$$JS(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

A larger shared number of shingles between ledgers represents a significant Jaccard Similarity. This applied to our approach means the ledgers of node $A$ and node $B$ are likely to be alike if their Jaccard Similarity is higher. Shingling, however, has a significant issue that needs to be solved. The document/information matrix that shingling produces tends to be sparse, which brings along storage issues, especially in resource-constrained settings such as the IoBT. To address this, hashing has been introduced. Hashing works by converting a document of any size into a specific size. The size that is selected is usually small enough to fit into any memory. To solve the sparse matrix storage issue, the document/information matrix is transformed into a hash, and the Jaccard Indexes of the hashes is what is now calculated. To use the Jaccard index to find the similarity of two hashes, a special hash function named MinHashing is employed. A MinHash is a fixed-size numeric signature for each document. Consequently, utilizing MinHashing resolves the space complexity when having to compare two relatively huge ledgers for their similarity. We ideally only have to compare their signatures. MinHashing uses randomized algorithms to estimate the Jaccard Similarity between large documents. The steps below show the MinHashing process:

**Step 1:** Break down the ledger into a set of shingles.
**Step 2:** Calculate the hash value for every shingle.
**Step 3:** Store the minimum hash value found in step 2.
**Step 4:** Repeat steps 2 and 3 with different hash algorithms 199 more times to get a total of 200 min hash values (MinHash signature).

Using the steps above, we can compute the MinHash signature for a given ledger. This is accomplished by generating random hash functions of a certain quantity. For experimentation purposes, we chose 200 as the number of random hash functions to be generated. The initial hash function is applied to all of the shingle values in the ledger. We locate the minimum hash value produced and use it as the first component of the MinHash signature. We proceed to take the second hash function, and again find the minimum resulting hash value and use this as the second component. Because we have 200 random hash functions, we get a MinHash signature with 200 values (components). We use the same 200 hash functions for every ledger in the network and generate their signatures as well. 200 hashes are chosen arbitrarily and can be adjusted to lessen the work done by a node in order to reduce the computational work of the network, which is proportional to the energy consumption of the network. To compute the PoCI, we need to find the similarities between the ledgers and the interest criteria. The similarity score for the interest criteria can be computed by finding the Jaccard Similarity of the consumer node and the producer node. To find the similarity between two ledgers, we compare the ledgers by counting the number of signature components in which they match. That gives the similarity score for the comparison of any two ledgers. Nodes are required to calculate the MinHash signature anytime new information is added. The formula for calculating the MinHash of documents is expressed as:

$$h_\pi(C) = \min_{\pi} \pi(C)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $C$ represents a document.

To compute PoCI similarity function, we let $PoCI$ be the similarity score found by comparing the MinHashes of the ledgers and Jaccard Similarity of the Interest Criteria of node $A$ and node $B$ in the network. The following equation is used for the calculation:

$$PoCI = \alpha(JS[A, B]) + \beta(MH[A, B])$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are trust weights assigned to the result of the Jaccard Similarity between the two interest criteria of the
nodes A and B, and the MinHash similarity between nodes A and B respectively. The network uses a reputation-based trust model to ensure an extra level of security. $\alpha$ represents the weight assigned to the node A and $\beta$ represents the weight assigned to the node B. These weights are a reflection of the amount of trust a node has garnered in the network.

To calculate these weights, we take into consideration these factors: the number of transactions a node has in the network, the number of PoCIs it has successfully passed, and the credibility of the nodes that ascertained the passing of the PoCIs. To calculate these weights, we take into consideration these factors: the number of transactions a node has in the network, the number of PoCIs it has successfully passed, and the credibility of the nodes that ascertained the passing of the PoCIs. To calculate these weights, we take into consideration these factors: the number of transactions a node has in the network, the number of PoCIs it has successfully passed, and the credibility of the nodes that ascertained the passing of the PoCIs. To calculate these weights, we take into consideration these factors: the number of transactions a node has in the network, the number of PoCIs it has successfully passed, and the credibility of the nodes that ascertained the passing of the PoCIs.

It can be calculated as a weighted average of the amount of relevant data a node has disseminated:

$$T(k) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{U(k)} P(k,i) \times C(k,i)}{U(k)}$$  \hfill (4)

### C. Interest Groups

The blockchain is facing scalability issues [17]. One of the techniques that has been employed to help to resolve the scalability issue is sharding. Sharding is simply segmenting a blockchain network into multiple groups called shards [18]. A shard has its ledger and can validate transactions [19]. By splitting the network in this manner, the network’s efficiency is improved. These teams work together in parallel to maximize the performance of the network [20]. Various sharding techniques have been proposed. In our work, we present a new sharding technique we call an IG. The idea behind this approach is to place nodes with close similarity scores in the same shard. An advantage this offers is that it can curb unnecessary interest packet flooding as it consumes a lot of bandwidth and CPU processing power as nodes primarily send interest packets to members of its shard. We employ a self-learning technique to find packet delivery paths. Self-learning ensures producer nodes observe the paths to the consumer nodes that utilize the data and vice versa. In this paper, we introduce a self-learning cluster-aware forwarding protocol which ensures nodes multicast data packets to shards they know are more likely to have the data they require. This is useful as the usual routing announcements consume energy and time. The shards are created using the LSH algorithm [21]. LSH hashing operates by grouping similar documents in the same buckets, while documents that are not similar are likely to be placed in different buckets. We choose hierarchical clustering as our clustering algorithm of choice. LSH produces a set of candidate documents; we calculate the similarity of those candidates to determine the two most similar ledgers in the network at a time. This leads to immediate hierarchical clustering. At each level, we get the two most similar ledgers and merge them. We stop when we get to the desired number of clusters. We use the banding technique of LSH to determine efficiently the most probable nodes that can be grouped. LSH can be formally written as:

- $U =$ Universe of objects
- $S : U \times U \rightarrow [0,1] =$ Similarity function

An LSH for a similarity S is a probability distribution over a set H of hash functions such that:

$$Pr_{h \in H}[h(A) = h(B)] = PoCI(A, B)$$  \hfill (5)

for each $A, B \in U$. We are trying to find if the probability of collision between A and B given a random hash function is equal to the similarity function PoCI (A,B). The Algorithm 1 employs the agglomerative clustering method. During this process, each device $d$ is assigned to its own cluster. The next step is to calculate the similarity between the clusters that has been assigned to each node. After this is done, the two clusters that are most similar are joined. We repeat this until we reach the desired number of clusters we want in the network. The related algorithm is shown below.

**Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Cluster Shard Formation Algorithm**

1: Given a set of nodes with ledgers $\{d_1, ..., d_n\}$
2: A similarity function $\text{sim}(c_1, c_2)$
3: for $i = 1$ to $n$ do
4: \hspace{1cm} $c_i$ = $(d_i)$
5: \hspace{1cm} $C$ = $\{C_1, ..., C_n\}$
6: \hspace{1cm} size = $n + 1$
7: while $C$.size $\geq$ numberOfClusters do
8: \hspace{1cm} $(C_{min1}, C_{min2})$ = $\text{min}\{\text{sim}(c_1, c_2)\}$ for all $c_i, c_j$ in $C$
9: \hspace{1cm} remove $c_{min1}$ and $c_{min2}$ from $C$
10: \hspace{1cm} add $c_{min1}, c_{min2}$ to $C$
11: \hspace{1cm} size = $size + 1$

### IV. Performance Evaluation

The network has two data packets. A producer data packet and an interest data packet. The producer data packet has a unique naming convention. A producer data packet from a node with the name GreyArrow follows this naming convention. For example, this node will have a producer data packet with this naming convention: SquadronFall/Surveillance/GreyArrow/124744774/. In this naming convention, SquadronFall represents the name of the network. Surveillance is the name of the cluster the node belongs. GreyArrow is the device name and 124744774 is the MinHash signature (length 200 in our network) for GreyArrow’s ledger. GreyArrow’s interest packet also follows a similar naming convention: SquadronFall/Surveillance/GreyArrow/. The obvious difference is that the MinHash signature is missing from the name for the interest packet but can however be found in its contents. The data packet also contains the similarity threshold which is the similarity score of the top element of the node’s ledger. The data packet also contains the interest criteria of the node. The PoCI can be performed using the Interest Criteria and the MinHash signature found in the Interest Packet.

To evaluate our proposed approach, we modeled an IoBT network and generated a set of 30 random nodes (drones, tanks, watches, etc) with varying memory capacity using...
Segmenting the network this way ensures that the network is not flooded with unnecessary Interest Packets. Nodes direct their Interest packets to their Interest Groups or other Interest Groups that are similar. Our paper also introduces a consensus mechanism we call the Proof of Common Interest. The PoCI is computed by finding the similarity between the interest of a data packet and the nodes in the IoBT network. The data packet is added to the ledger if the similarity meets a specified threshold. From the results of our evaluation, we can see that the segmentation of the network ensures effective packet transmissions and less packet flooding.
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